PFS1 Step Feeders

Quiet, Durable Feeding for Small Cylindrical and Spherical Parts.

Performance Feeders, Inc.

Performance Feeders Keeps Your Product Moving!
Step Feeders

The PFS1 Step Feeder is a "single-step" feeder capable of feeding small cylindrical and spherical parts. It offers numerous advantages over other feeding methods, including quiet operation, space savings and gentle handling of parts. The step feeder's simple, non-abrasive orienting operation results in little to no wear to the parts being fed, making it ideal for feeding fragile parts.

The PFS1 Step Feeder is also available in several configurations, ranging from an untooled standalone unit to a complete tooled feed system tailored to meet the needs of your application.

Features

- Space saving vertical step design
- Multiple step thicknesses and materials available to optimize the step feeder for the type of part being fed.
- Simple, air-powered operation
- 1/2 cu. ft. integrated stainless steel hopper bin
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